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**Weekly AOL’s will be a set of 5 terms-they are ordered accordingly here**
-week 1

deduce

infer

deduct

derive

reason by deduction; establish by deduction

conclude by reasoning in logic
-week 1

- compile
  - compose
  - make
  - roll up
  - pile up
  - accumulate
  - hoard
  - amass
  - collect
-week 1

acquire

win, gain, locate, situate

learn, evolve, adopt, develop, get

produce, grow

come into the possession of something concrete or abstract
take on a certain form, attribute, or aspect
come to have or undergo a change of (physical features and attributes)
locate (a moving entity) by means of a tracking system such as radar
win something through one's efforts

increase knowledge or skills

gain through experience
determine or indicate the place, site, or limits of, as if by an instrument or by a survey
Bias
determine
preconception
prejudice
prepossess
oblique
diagonal

a partiality that prevents objective consideration of an issue or situation

a line or cut across a fabric that is not at right angles to a side of the fabric

slanting diagonally across the grain of a fabric

slanting or inclined in direction or course or position—neither parallel nor perpendicular nor right-angled

influence in an unfair way
cause to be biased
influence (somebody’s) opinion in advance
Week 2

- appraisal
  - assess
  - evaluate
  - measure
  - value
  - survey
-week 2

assess

- appraise
- value
- evaluate
- measure
- guess
- judge
- gauge
- estimate
- approximate

- bill
- charge
- tax

- evaluate or estimate the nature, quality, ability, extent, or significance of
- charge (a person or a property) with a payment, such as a tax or a fine
- set or determine the amount of (a payment such as a fine)
- estimate the value of (property) for taxation
- demand payment
- judge tentatively or form an estimate of (quantities or time)
-week 2

avoid

ward off

stave off
head off
obviate
fend off
deflect
debay
avert

stay clear from; keep away from; keep out of the way of someone or something
prevent the occurrence of; prevent from happening
refrain from doing something
refrain from certain foods or beverages
declare invalid
-week 2
-week 3

code

decode

decipher

decrypt

convert code into ordinary language
depicted

pictures

portrayed
-week 3

deplete

consume
eat
eat up
run through
exhaust

wipe out
use up
use up (resources or materials)
-week 3
-week4

目的

- purpose
- function
- role
- use
- resolve

用途

- determination
- design
- intent
- intention
- purport
- propose
- aim

提议

- propose or intend
- reach a decision
-week 4

meaning
substance

connotation
connote

intension

what you must know in order to determine the reference of an expression
an idea that is implied or suggested
the idea that is intended
-week 4

denotation

indication
denote
extension
reference
-week 4

- plot
- chart
- plat
- diagram
- plot of land
- plot of ground
- patch
- secret plan
- game
- project
- design
- plan
- contrive

- story

- chart
- plat
- diagram
- plot of land
- plot of ground
- patch
- secret plan
- game
- project
- design
- plan
- contrive

- a secret scheme to do something (especially something underhand or illegal)
- a small area of ground covered by specific vegetation
- the story that is told in a novel or play or movie etc.
- a chart or map showing the movements or progress of an object
- a piece of fiction that narrates a chain of related events
- a visual display of information

- plan secretly, usually something illegal
- make a schematic or technical drawing of that shows interactions among variables or how something is constructed
- make a plat of
- devise the sequence of events in (a literary work or a play, movie, or ballet)
- make or work out a plan for; devise
- make plans for something
-week 4

- **foreshadow**
  - foretell
  - portend
  - omen
  - presage
  - predict
  - prefigure
  - bode
  - augur
  - auspicate
  - prognosticate
  - forecast
  - betoken

- Nouns
- Adjectives
- Verbs
- Adverbs
-week 5

indicate

argue
suggest
contraindicate
betoken
bespeak
signal
point
inform
designate
show

be a signal for or a symptom of
indicate a place, direction, person, or thing; either spatially or figuratively
to state or express briefly
give evidence of
suggest the necessity of an intervention, in medicine
impair knowledge of some fact, state or affairs, or event to
-week 5

- infer
  - understand
  - guess
  - generalise
  - generalise
  - extrapolate
  - deduce
  - derive
  - deduct

- Nouns
  - reason by deduction; establish by deduction
  - draw from specific cases for more general cases
  - conclude by reasoning; in logic
  - guess correctly; solve by guessing
  - believe to be the case

- Adjectives
- Verbs
- Adverbs
- week 5

inference

infer

illation
Week 6

unopposed

opposed

conflicting

being in opposition or having an opponent

on bad terms
-week 6

reword
rephrase
paraphrase
paraphrasis

rewriting for the purpose of clarification
express the same message in different words
-week 6

detected

perceived

sensed

detected by instinct or inference, rather than by recognized percussive means.
perceived or discerned
-week 7

promote

- change
- advance
- upgrade
- raise
- kick upstairs
- elevate
- demote
- advertise
- advertize
- push
- play
- boost
- encourage
- further
-week 7

predict

- prefigure
- presage
- omen
- forecast
- bode
- betoken
- auspicate
- augur
- foreshadow
- prognosticate
- fortell
- anticipate
- call
- forebode
- promise

Nouns

Verbs

Adjectives

Adverbs

make a prediction about; tell in advance
indicate by signs
-week 7

- preference
  - advantage
  - vantage
  - druthers
  - orientation
  - predilection
  - preferent
  - prefer
  - penchant
  - taste

- a strong liking
- a predisposition in favor of something
- the right or chance to choose
- grant of favor or advantage to one over another (especially to a country or countries in matters of international trade, such as levying duties)
- the quality of having a superior or more favorable position
-week 7
-week 8

interpret

translate, render, represent

read, understand, construe

see, rede

make sense of; assign a meaning to
give an interpretation or explanation to
give an interpretation or rendition of
create an image or likeness of
restate (words) from one language into another language
make sense of a language
Week 8

*justify*

- absolve
- rationalize
- excuse
- apologize
- vindicate
- warrant
- set
- adjust
- free
- correct

**Nouns**
- justification or proof
- adequate ground for

**Verbs**
- show to be reasonable
- defend, explain, clear away
- let off the hook
- adjust the spaces between
- alter or regulate so as to
-week 8

limitation

- time limit
- disadvantage
- limit
- restriction
-week 8

maintain

wield  exert  assert

asseverate

defend

uphold

observe

hold  keep

sustain  conserve

preserve  keep up
-week 9

manipulate

control
keep in line
care for
treat
pull strings
pull wires
rig
wangle misrepresent fudge falsify fake
cook
palm
handle
-week 9
week 9

believable

credible

potential

unlikely

likely

probable

apt

liable

likelihood

promising likeness

possible
- week 9

prevail
hold
obtain
receive
incur
find
get
acquire

come into possession of
receive a specified treatment
(abstract)
be valid, applicable, or true
come into the possession of
something concrete or abstract
-week 9

priority

prioritize

prioritise

assign a priority to
-week 10

- recite
  - recount
  - narrate
  - retell
  - enumerate
  - itemise
  - itemize
  - declare
  - repeat
  - echo

recite in elocution
repeat aloud from memory
render verbally, “recite a poem”
narrate or give a detailed account of
specify individually
to say again or imitate
-week 10

-attenuate
-rectify
-treat
-process
-refine
-alter
-change
-modify
-down
-fine-tune
-polish
-rarify
-elaborate
-complicate

improve or perfect by pruning or polishing
make more complex, intricate, or richer
prepare to put in a usable condition
reduce to a fine, unmixed, or pure state; separate from extraneous matter or cleanse from impurities
attenuate or reduce in vigor, strength, or validity by polishing or purifying
make more precise or increase the discriminatory powers of
subject to a process or treatment, with the aim of readying for some purpose, improving, or remedying a condition
become weaker, in strength, value, or magnitude
cause to change; make different; cause a transformation
- week 10

plot

diagram

drawing

a drawing intended to explain how something works; a drawing showing the relation between the parts

a representation of forms or objects on a surface by means of lines

make a schematic or technical drawing of that shows interactions among variables or how something is constructed
-week 11

- equation
  - mathematical statement
  - equating
  - par
  - equivalence
  - equality
  - equate
-week 12

- equilibrium
  - balance
  - counterbalance
  - equipoise
  - disequilibrium
  - equilibrate
  - refractile sense
  - vestibular sense
  - situation
  - state of affairs

chemical equilibrium

- a stable situation in which forces cancel one another
- a chemical reaction and its reverse proceed at equal rates
- equality of distribution
- a sensory system located in structures of the inner ear that registers the orientation of the head
- the general state of things; the combination of circumstances at a given time
-week 12

**Incidental Vocabulary**

establish

- make, lay down
- give
- show, shew
- prove, demonstrate
- build, instal
- install
- base, ground, launch
- set up
- found, constitute
- abolish
- plant, institute

**Nouns**

- set up or found
- set up or lay the groundwork for
- establish the validity of something, as by an example, explanation or experiment
- institute, enact, or establish
- bring about
- place
- build or establish something abstract
- use as a basis for; found on
-week 12

pass judgment

judge

evaluate

value

appraise

assess

measure

valuate

evaluate or estimate the nature, quality, ability, extent, or significance of
form a critical opinion of
-week 12

- excerpt
- extract
- exerction
- selection
- take out
- take out of a literary work in order to cite or copy
-week 12

- exhibit
  - demo
  - show
  - demonstrate
  - present
  - expose
  - display
  - parade
  - showing
  - evidence
  - possess

Nouns:
- an object or statement produced before a court of law and referred to while giving evidence
- something shown to the public
- (law) all the means by which any alleged matter of fact whose truth is investigated at judicial trial is established or disproved

Adjectives:

Verbs:
- show an attribute, property, knowledge, or skill
- to show, make visible or apparent
- give an exhibition of to an interested audience
- walk ostentatiously
- have as an attribute, knowledge, or skill
Week 12

- Extract
  - Excerpt
  - Distill
  - Elicit
  - Evoke
  - Pull up
  - Draw out
  - Take out
  - Examine
  - Compute
  - Figure
  - Reckon
  - Work out

- Nouns
  - A solution obtained by steeping or soaking a substance (usually in water)
  - A passage selected from a larger work

- Adjectives
  - Remove, usually with some force or effort; also used in an abstract sense
  - Get despite difficulties or obstacles

- Verbs
  - Deduce (a principle) or construe (a meaning)
  - Extract by the process of distillation
  - Separate (a metal) from an ore
  - Obtain from a substance, as by mechanical action
  - Take out of a literary work in order to cite or copy
  - Calculate the root of a number
  - Come into possession of
  - Divide into components or constituents
  - Make a mathematical calculation or computation
marked by strict and particular and complete accordance with fact
"an exact mind"; "an exact copy"; "hit the exact center of the target"

conforming exactly or almost exactly to fact or to a standard or performing with total accuracy
(of ideas, images, representations, expressions) characterized by perfect conformity to fact or truth; strictly correct
marked by fidelity to an original
accurate and to the point
characterized by minimal distortion in sound reproduction
performed with great precision
in keeping with the facts
accurately placed or thrown
precisely accurate
free from error; especially conforming to fact or truth
marked by strict and particular and complete accordance with fact
sharply exact or accurate or delimited
-week 13

analyze

synthesize  analyst

psychoanalyse, psychoanalyze

analyse, examine, canvass, study

take apart, dissect, break down

consider in detail and subject to an analysis in order to discover essential features or meaning

make a mathematical, chemical, or grammatical analysis of; break down into components or essential features

break down into components or essential features

subject to psychoanalytic treatment
-week 13

- compare
  - be
  - equivalence
  - comparability
  - analyze
  - examine
  - canvass

- liken
- equate

- qualities that are comparable
- examine and note the similarities or differences of
- be comparable
- consider or describe as similar, equal, or analogous
- to form the comparative or superlative form on an adjective or adverb
- change the form of a word in accordance as required by the grammatical rules of the language
- consider in detail and subject to an analysis in order to discover essential features or meaning
- have the quality of being, (copula, used with an adjective or a predicate noun)
week 13

**component**

- part
- component part
- constituent
- compose
- element
- factor
- ingredient

*an abstract part of something*

*something determined in relation to something that includes it*

*an artifact that is one of the individual parts of which a composite entity is made up; especially a part that can be separated from or attached to a system*
-week 13

Incidental Vocabulary:
- compose
  - draw up
  - frame
  - comprise
  - constitute
- compile
  - pen
  - indite
  - write
  - be
  - represent
  - make up
- still
  - tranquilize
  - tranquilise
  - calm down
  - calm
  - quieten
  - quiet
  - full
- form (the substance of)
- write music
- produce a literary work
- put together out of existing material
- calm (someone, especially oneself); make quiet
- make up plans or basic details for
- form or compose
- make calm or still
- week 14

calculator
cipher
cypher
figure
recon
work out

compute

make a mathematical calculation or computation
The state of being employed or having a job.

**Verbs**
- Employ: put into service; make work or employ for a particular purpose or for its inherent or natural purpose.
- Engage or hire for work.

**Nouns**
- Employment.
-week 14

formulate

create from raw material
create from raw stuff

word
phrase
give voice
articulate

formula

invent
forge
excogitate
device
contrive
develop
explicate
-week 14

- impersonate
- present
- portray
- limn
- depict
- represent

Adjectives:
- portray in words
- make a portrait of
- assume or act the character of
- represent abstractly, for example in a painting, drawing, or sculpture
- serve as a means of expressing something
week 15

- **Nouns**
  - piece
  - one of several parts or pieces that fit with others to constitute a whole object
  - one of the parts into which something naturally divides
  - a portion of a natural object

- **Adjectives**
  - separate
  - divide
  - divide into segments
  - divide or split up
  - come apart

- **Verbs**
  - section
**week 15**

**NOUNS**
- a composite rock made up of particles of varying size
- a group of diverse companies under common ownership and run as a single organization

**ADJECTIVES**
- composed of heterogeneous elements
- gathered into a mass
- made or joined or united into one

**VERBS**
- collect or gather
-week 15

condense

deepen
intensify
contract
change integrity
concentrate
remove
take
take away
arise
withdraw
distill
digest
come up

undergo condensation; change from a gaseous to a liquid state and fall in drops
make more concise
remove water from
cause a gas or vapor to change into a liquid
become more compact or concentrated
develop due to condensation
compress or concentrate
change in physical make-up
become more intense
result or issue
remove something concrete, as by lifting, pushing, or taking off, or remove something abstract
week 15

- Fruit preserved by cooking with sugar

- Keep constant through physical or chemical reactions or evolutionary change

- Keep in safety and protect from harm, decay, loss, or destruction

- Use cautiously and frugally

- Preserve with sugar

- Keep in a certain state, position, or activity; e.g., "keep clean"

- Prevent (food) from rotting
-week 16

solidify

consolidate

merge

unify

strengthen

unite

unite into one

make firm or secure; strengthen

bring together into a single whole system

form into a solid mass or whole

make or form into a solid or harder mass

become one

gain strength

join or combine

become solid

make solid or more solid; cause to solidify
-week 16

contrast

beholding
seeing
visual perception

line
dividing line
demarcation
counterpoint
comparison
comparing
tell apart
tell
everalse
severalise
severalse
separate
distinguish
differentiates

direct contrast

ambit
compass
orbit
range
reach
scope
-week 16
week 16

cultivate

domesticate
naturalise
naturalize
tame

crop

work

school educate
train
civilize
civilise

foster the growth of
prepare for crops
teach or refine to be discriminative in taste or judgment
adapt (a wild plant or unclaimed land) to the environment
Week 16

- data
- information

a collection of facts from which conclusions may be drawn
excrete

egest

pass

eliminate

eliminate from the body
-week 17

- exert
  - wield
  - maintain
- exercise
- move
- act

- Nouns
  - put to use
  - have and exercise
  - make a great effort at a mental or physical task
  - perform an action, or work out or perform (an action)

- Adjectives

- Verbs
-week 17

exploit

overwork

effort

feat

tap

work
-week 17

exposure

vulnerability
demonstration
photography
picture taking
photograph
view
scene
prospect
aspect
light unit
reveal
disclosure
viewing
influence
forsaking
abandonment
desertion
presentation

NOUNS

vulnerability to the elements
the act of exposing something to the action of heat or cold or water or wind or rain
the state of being vulnerable
the disclosure of something
the act of subjecting some aspect of something to view
the act of exposing something to an aspect resulting from the building or window facing of a building
the state of being vulnerable
the intensity of light falling on a photographic film or plate
a representation of a person or scene in the form of a print or photograph or picture or negative or transparent slide or recording
the act of exposing film to light
the act of exposing something to view in a public manner
abandoning without shelter or protection (as by leaving it out in the open)
susceptibility to injury or attack
causing something without relying on a direct or apparent effort
the speech act of making something evident
the visual perceptual effect of a representation of an object or scene
a measure of the visible electromagnetic radiation
the act of taking and printing photographs
a show or display, the act of presenting something to s
-week 18

distinguish

do away with
get rid of
eliminate
annihilate
carry off
decimate eradicate
wipe out

stub out
press out

crush out

ignite extinction

quench

blow out

snuff out
-week 18

- Words Related to "generate"
incidental

(occasionally plural) an expense not budgeted or not specified
an item that is incidental
a distinct part that can be specified separately in a group of things that could be enumerated on a list

(sometimes followed by 'to') minor or casual or subordinate in significance or nature or occurring as a chance concomitant or consequence
not of prime or central importance
following or accompanying as a consequence

accompanying
attendant
concomitant
consequent
ensuant
resultant
sequent
nonessential
point
item
basic
incident
minor expense
incidental expense
-week 19

incorporate

- make
- create
- contain
- comprise
- unified
- merged
- integrated
- incorporated
- gather in
- take in
- integrate

formed or united into a whole

make into a whole or make part of a whole
include or contain; have as a component
form a corporation
unite or merge with something already in existence
fold up
make or cause to be or to become
-week 19

- **increment**
- **decrement**
- **increase**
- **growth**

**Nouns**
- A process of becoming larger or longer or more numerous or more important.
- The amount by which something increases.

- **Verbs**

- **Adjectives**
-week 19
-week 19

translate

ascertain, determine, find out, find, render, interpret, paraphrase, rephrase, reword, equal, be, move, displace, transport, transmit, transfer, channelise, channel, understand, transform, read, understand, transform, rephrase, reword, render, interpret, paraphrase

restate (words) from one language into another language
change from one form or medium into another
make sense of a language
bring to a certain spiritual state
change the position of (figures or bodies) in space without rotation
be equivalent in effect
be translatable, or be translatable in a certain way
subject to movement in which every part of the body moves parallel to the same distance as every other point on the body
express, as in simple and less technical language
determine the amino-acid sequence of a protein during its synthesis by using information on the messenger RNA
send from one person or place to another
be identical or equivalent to
express the same message in different words
cause to move or shift into a new position or place, both in a concrete and in an abstract sense
have the quality of being, (copula, used with an adjective or a predicative noun)
establish after a calculation, investigation, experiment, survey, study
verify

support

corroborate

substantiate

sustain confirm

reassert

assert aver avow swan swear control

confirm the truth of
check or regulate (a scientific experiment) by conducting a parallel experiment or comparing with another standard
attach or append a legal verification to (a pleading or petition)
to declare or affirm solemnly and formally as true
establish or strengthen as with new evidence or facts strengthen or make more firm
-week 20

represent

point out

remonstrate

map

correspond

stand for

symbolise

symbolize

defend

act

be

make up

constitute

comprise

draw

depict

describe

exemplify

serve

draw

verbalise

verbalize

give tongue to

utter

express
-week 20

secondary

incident, incidental, minor, eleven, football team, formation, low-level, subordinate, alternate, second-string, alternative, second-hand, substitute, standby, third-hand, auxiliary, subsidiary, supplementary, supplemental, indirect, collateral, tributary, vicarious, unessential, unoriginal, inessential, secondary winding, secondary coil, petty-lowly, lower-ranking, junior-grade, primary, formation, football team.
- week 20

secrete

release

hide

conceal
-week 20

sequence

ascertain, find out, find, determine

episode

succession

successiveness

chronological succession

chronological sequence

series

repeat, repetition

rate, rank, grade

order, place

range

serial arrangement in which things follow in logical order or a recurrent pattern

a following of one thing after another in time

film consisting of a succession of related shots that develop a given subject in a movie

the action of following in order

several repetitions of a melodic phrase in different keys

similar things placed in order or happening one after another

an event that repeats

arrange in a sequence

determine the order of constituents in

assign a rank or rating to

establish after a calculation, investigation, experiment, survey, or study
-week 21

significant

meaning
nonsignificant
pregnant
signify
insignificant
important
substantial
-week 21

similar

synonymous
exchangeable
interchangeable
standardised
standardized
like
alike
akin
kindred
analogous
corresponding
connatural
concorrespondent
similarity
confusable
quasi
same
sympathetic
mistakable

dissimilar
-week 21

sufficient

insufficient suffice

adequate decent enough

comfortable ample

quantity

an adequate or large amount

of a quantity that can fulfill a need or requirement but without being abundant

sufficient for the purpose

sufficient to provide comfort

more than enough in size or scope or capacity
-week 21

**Summation**

- Addition
- Sum total
- Rundown
- Summing up
- Organism process
- Biological process

A concluding summary (as in presenting a case before a law court)

(Physiology) The process whereby multiple stimuli can produce a response (in a muscle or nerve or other part) that one stimulus alone does not produce

The final aggregate

The arithmetic operation of summing; calculating the sum of two or more numbers

A process occurring in living organisms
-week 21

analyze

synthesize

change

synthesise

combine so as to form a more complex, product
combine and form a synthesis
undergo a change; become different in essence; losing one's or its original nature
-week 22

3rd
third

Tertiary

Tertiary period

from 63 million to 2 million years ago

coming next after the second and just before the fourth in position
-week 22

differentiate

dissimilate

dedifferentiate

specialise

specialize

speciate

integrate

severn

secerate

severalise

severalize

tell
tell apart

mark

difference

develop

calculate

compute

work out

reckon

figure

cypher

cipher

tell
- week 22

- distinguish
  - mark
  - name
  - key out
  - discover
  - describe
  - identify
  - differentiate
  - secern
  - discern
  - separate
  - severalise
  - severalize
  - tell
  - tell apart
  - spot
  - recognize
  - make out
  - pick out

- mark as different
- detect with the senses
- be a distinctive feature, attribute, or trait; sometimes in a very positive sense
- make conspicuous or noteworthy
- identify as in botany or biology, for example